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A Promise of a Quality



About Us

“Down is our passion, quality is our guarantee”

Down Creators was created in 2005 with 
the aim to become the European centre 
of competence in processing down and 
feathers by investing in new technology. 
Since the beginning the company has known 
a steep growth leading it to be one of the 
main European exporters of high quality 
down to Asia for leading luxury brands.

With our in-house developed technology, 
we are able to reach the highest quality 
standards in a sustainable way with attention 
for the environment around us.

It is this competence and technological 
expertise that we now use to produce 
bedding products of the finest quality. Being 
specialised in the production of high-quality 
European down, we can guarantee that all 
our bedding products are filled with down 
according to the exact quality levels following 
the European Norms. 





Turbidity

Turbidity indicates the cleanliness of the down and 
feathers (the amount of organic dust that is present). 
European Norms require a minimum of 350mm while 
very clean down starts at 550mm up to 1000mm.

All down used in our products are guaranteed 
1000mm Turbidity!

We Are HereWe Are Here

EN 12934

All down and feathers used in our products are collected 
from duck and geese according to the European Norm 
EN 12934 and with utmost respect for animal welfare.

Fill Power

Fill Power is the most important indicator when 
choosing a duvet. This indicates how much volume 
a certain amount of down takes. The higher the fill 
power, the more volume the down takes in the duvet.

In general, the Fill Power can range from 300 for 
feathers to 900 for the highest quality Goose down. 

0 0 mmmm 300 300 mmmm 550 550 mmmm 1000 1000 mmmm

How to Understand 
Down Quality

All the different down qualities and technical 
specifications can be difficult to understand 
for someone who is not an expert. For this 
reason we like to quickly explain some of the 
most important technical characteristics to 
let you know what you’re dealing with.
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Down is one of natures most fine and prestigious insulators. Due to its specific structure 
and thermal characteristics it allows ducks and geese to survive in environments of +50 
°C to -50°C. No other animals on the world are able to survive such extreme conditions, 
except a hand full of animals that have down as natural insulator. 
It is this ability to regulate temperature and humidity that makes down such a special 
filling material and the preferred product for an optimal night of sleep! With its high 
volume to weight ratio and its extreme fluffiness, sleeping under a natural down duvet 
truly feels like sleeping in a cloud with angels.
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A Duvet for Every TemperatureA Duvet for Every Temperature

Summer: Light and comfortable, our summer 
duvets are filled with 65 – 150gr/m2. The lower 
filling weight will keep you covered and regulate 
your body temperature without overheating. 
Our Summer duvets are perfect for room 
temperatures above 22°C and for people who 
tend to be too warm at night.

All-Season: With our All-Season duvets we 
provide the perfect balance between warmness 
and comfort so it can be used all year round. 
Depending on the down quality and filling 
weight these duvets range between 3 and 5 
on our warmness scale. Our All-Season duvets 
are perfect for room temperatures between 18 
– 22°C and moderate climates.

Winter: Our winter duvets have a warmness 
scale of 6 or 7 and a filling weight of 250gr/m2 
and higher. These duvets will keep you warm 
during cold winter nights and are perfect for 
room temperatures below 18°C or for those 
who tend to be cold at night.
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Every body temperature, season, and room temperature requires 
a different duvet. There are two criteria that can be considered 
in choosing your duvet, the quality of the down filling (fill power), 
and the filling weight used in the duvet. The higher the fill power, 
the higher the ability of the down filling to insulate, and thus to 
keep you warm. And accordingly, the higher the filling weight, the 
higher the warmness of the duvet.
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Cotton for
Comfort

Anti - Allergy

All our down products are 100% natural inside out! 
For the outer fabric of our collections we use a special 
selection of downproof cotton percale, extra soft 
cotton percale and cotton sateen. The high quality 
natural downproof cotton blocks all down fibres from 
leaving your duvet to ensure a perfect night of sleep.

Our bedding products provide a twofold protection against 
dust mite. The specific high thread count of our cotton 
fabrics does not only block down fibres to come out of the 
duvet, it also stops dust mite from passing through the 
fabric, preventing a build-up of dust mite in your pillow and 
duvet. Secondly, all our duvets and pillows are machine 
washable at 40°C. This effectivwely eliminates all dust 
mite that might be on the cover of your bedding products.

Technical AspectsTechnical Aspects

Easy Care

Made in
EU

All our products are are manufactured in Europe,
using only European down and feathers of the
highest quality. All down and feathers are processed 
at our own processing facility, after which they receive 
a final quality check by our highly trained staff in our
laboratory. With this we ensure that 
every product has the quality which is promised!
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Our down and feather bedding is machine
washable at 40°C and can be dried in a tumble-
dryer according to the washing instructions. 
Professional dry-cleaning is possible. Down and 
feather products should not be   bleached or ironed.
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RDS Responsible Down Standard

All our products are RDS certified. This guarantees 
that our bedding products contain down and feathers 
only from certified farms. It ensures that the filling 
material used in our bedding products derives from 
geese and ducks raised in compliance with the 
principles and criteria of animal welfare.

Our Promise of Quality

With our own fully equipped laboratory right 
next to the production facility we have all 
the necessary testing devices needed to 
perform the quality control on each step of 
the production process. Our team is trained 
in two most reputed down and feather quality 
centers in the world – IDFL Switzerland and 
QTEC Japan. 
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OEKO-TEX Certificate

All the materials we use in our products are OEKO-
TEX Standard 100 certified in class 1. To put it 
simple, this is the most important international 
control system to guarantee that all the materials 
that are used in our products are safe for close to 
skin contact.

IDFB Member 

The International Down and Feather Bureau (IDFB) is the global trade association of the 
down and feather industry. By testing the material that goes into your down and feather, 
IDFB assures consumers that the down and feather is pure, sanitary and that it is derived 
as a byproduct of the food industry.

DownPass Certificate

All down fillings that we use are DownPass certified. This indicates that they are responsibly 
produced and come from strictly controlled and traceable supply chains. On top of that, 
all our down is sourced from European farms. Not only is the down quality better, the 
European legislation is the strictest in the whole world. This is how we ensure that all 
requirements for animal welfare are met to provide ethical down.
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Diamond Goose Down CollectionDiamond Goose Down Collection

True quality and luxury in its highest form, this is what our Diamond Goose Down Duvet Collection 
represents! For this collection, we use only the best 100% European white goose down with optimal 
fill power, combined with an ultra-soft premium cotton sateen textile. Sleeping under one of our 
Diamond duvets will give you the experience of sleeping in a cloud, surrounding your body, and 
regulating your temperature for an optimal night of sleep.

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Sateen 
Weave: 4/1 Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Sizes*

90g/m2

1
150g/m2

4
250g/m2
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135x200cm

260x240cm200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional sizes on request

*Filling weights can be customized

140x220cm 155x200cm

Filling 100% New European
White Goose Down

Design Box Structure
Double Stitch 
Finishing



Diamond Duck Down CollectionDiamond Duck Down Collection

The diamond duck down duvets bring absolute luxury and comfort into the bedroom. The combination 
of a premium 100% duck down filling with a high fill power and a soft cotton sateen textile make this 
down duvet a true gem to sleep under.  The high-quality down filling gives the duvet a high volume 
while staying light and comfortable. With the diamond duck down duvet, you will sleep like a queen 
and wake up as a princess!

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Sateen 
Weave: 4/1 Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 100% New European
White Duck Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

260x240cm200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

140x220cm 155x200cm

90g/m2

1
150g/m2

4
250g/m2
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Box Structure
Double Stitch 
Finishing

*Filling weights can be customized
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Platinum Goose Down CollectionPlatinum Goose Down Collection

The Platinum Goose duvet is filled with high-quality 90% European white goose down. 
The high fill power of the goose down gives this duvet an optimal volume and fluffiness. 
The ultra-soft touch of the goose down filling combined with the soft cotton sateen 
creates a true feeling of luxury. Waking up under our Platinum Goose duvet will be your 
daily feeling of rebirth.

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Sateen 
Weave: 4/1 Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 90% New European
White Goose Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

140x220cm

100g/m2

2
160g/m2

4
270g/m2
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260x240cm

155x200cm

Box Structure
Double Stitch 
Finishing

*Filling weights can be customized
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Platinum Duck Down CollectionPlatinum Duck Down Collection

For a balanced night of sleep, we developed our Platinum Duck Down duvet collection, 
using 90% European white duck down and 10% soft duck feathers. The specific ratio of 
this duck down filling provides a perfect balance between softness, warmth, and density 
to perfectly envelop your body at night. With our Platinum Duck Down duvet collection, 
you will never be too cold or too warm.

Cover

Box Structure
Double Stitch 
Finishing

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Sateen
Weave: 4/1 Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 90% New European
White Duck Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

140x220cm

260x240cm

155x200cm

100g/m2

2
160g/m2

4
250g/m2

6

*Filling weights can be customized
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Emerald Duck Down CollectionEmerald Duck Down Collection

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Percale
Weave: 1/1 Plain
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 90% New European
White Duck Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes up on Request

140x220cm

260x240cm

155x200cm

100g/m2

2
180g/m2

4
250g/m2

6

The Emerald duvet collection is filled with 90% European duck down, which is known 
for its exceptional insulating properties and softness. The outer cover is made from soft 
cotton percale, which is a smooth and breathable fabric that feels soft against the skin. 
Our Emerald duck down duvets are designed to provide you with the ultimate sleeping 
experience. The high-quality materials and versatile filling options ensure that you stay 
comfortable and warm all year round.

Box Structure
With Piping

*Filling weights can be customized
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Sapphire Duck Down CollectionSapphire Duck Down Collection

Our Sapphire duck down duvet collection is a comfortable and affordable line of bedding 
that provides optimal warmth and comfort. The duvets are filled with a blend of 70% 
European duck down and 30% soft feathers, which gives an excellent balance of warmth 
and softness.

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Percale
Weave: 1/1 Plain
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 70% New European
White Duck Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

140x220cm

260x240cm

155x200cm

120g/m2

2
200g/m2

4
280g/m2

6

Box Structure
With Piping

*Filling weights can be customized
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Ruby Duck Down CollectionRuby Duck Down Collection

With our Ruby collection, we bring the perfect balance between weight and softness. 
The 50% down inside these duvets provides the desired volume and softness, while the 
small and soft feathers give a slightly denser feeling. With the soft cotton percale you 
can sleep comfortable and free from allergies night after night.

Cover

Summer All - Season Winter

Warmness*

100% Cotton Percale
Weave: 1/1 Plain
Downproof
Color: White

DUVET

Filling 50% New European
White Duck Down

Design

Sizes*

135x200cm

200x200cm 240x220cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

140x220cm

260x240cm

155x200cm

120g/m2

2
200g/m2

4
300g/m2

6

Box Structure
With Piping

*Filling weights can be customized
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Duck Down Mattress TopperDuck Down Mattress Topper

Add a natural softness and comfort to your bed with a 100% natural mattress topper. The 10% down 
and 90% soft feather filling combined with a cotton twill textile create a luxurious feeling in which 
you can comfortably fall asleep. Our down and feather mattress topper provides additional support, 
allowing your body to relax throughout the night.  The breathability of the textile and filling make it 
a perfect choice for a comfortable night of sleep.

Cover 100% Cotton Twill
Weave: 2/1 Twill
Downproof
Color: White

Sizes

90x200cm

180x200cm160x200cm

140x200cm

Filling 10% New European
White Duck Down

Design

MATTRESS TOPPERS

Box Structure
Double Outside Stich
Outer Wall of 5cm



How to Choose 
your Pillows

Like choosing your perfect duvet, choosing 
your pillow also needs some consideration! 
Depending on your sleeping position and your 
personal preferences different support might 
be needed. There are three main sleeping 
positions, each having its own preferred level 
of support that should be provided by your 
pillow. The choice of your pillow is important 
to keep your body aligned while at rest during 
the night. A good pillow adjusted to your 
sleeping position will prevent back, neck, and 
shoulder pains when waking up!
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Stomach Sleeper: 16% of all people sleep on their 
stomach. As a stomach sleeper a soft pillow will 
best meet your needs to cushion your head and 
neck in a comfortable angle without creating an 
unnatural upward bend of your spine.

Soft Pillow
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Back Sleeper: 10% of all people sleep on their 
back. As a back sleeper, a medium support 
pillow will help you to keep your neck and back 
in a consistently neutral and comfortable position 
while on your back, providing a perfect alignment 
with your spine.

Side Sleeper: 74% of the people sleep on their 
side. As a side sleeper, you do best with a firm 
pillow to keep your ears in line with your shoulders. 
This reduces the stress on your neck and brings 
your spine in a straight position.

Medium Firm Pillow Firm Pillow
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Royal Down PillowRoyal Down Pillow

Sink away into dreamland and experience the sensation of a luxurious down pillow! The Royal down 
pillow is the absolute best in the category of high-quality down pillows. The combination of a fluffy 
90% duck down filling with a soft cotton sateen casing gives it an ultra-soft sensation. The high fill 
power and recovery capacity give this pillow a beautiful volume and make it last for many years to 
come.

Soft

Sizes

Cover 100% Cotton Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

PILLOW

Filling 90% New European
White Duck Down
10% Soft Duck 
FeathersDesign

Support

50x60cm

60x80cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

50x70cm

80x80cm

40x80cm

60x70cm

With Double Piping
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Deluxe Down PillowDeluxe Down Pillow

A pillow that provides structure and softness all in one, that’s what we bring to you with 
our Deluxe pillow. The 50% high-quality duck down gives the pillow a luxurious and soft 
feeling while the feather filling provides the structure of the pillow. This balance between 
softness and structure makes this pillow a true pearl of quality and luxury.

Soft Medium Firm

Cover 100% Cotton Sateen
Downproof
Color: White

PILLOW

Filling 50% New European
White Duck Down
50% Soft Duck 
FeathersDesign

Support

Sizes

With Double Piping

50x60cm

60x80cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

50x70cm

80x80cm

40x80cm

60x70cm
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Three Chamber Comfort PillowThree Chamber Comfort Pillow

With support and softness all in one, our Three Chamber Comfort pillow combines 
the best of two worlds!  The inner core is filled with small soft feathers and perfectly 
supports your head and neck, while the two outer chambers are filled with fluffy down 
to provide an ultimate softness.

This perfect symbiosis of a firm feather filling inside and a soft down filling outside 
makes the Three Chamber Comfort pillow suitable for every sleeping position.

Design

Medium Firm Firm

PILLOW

Support

Filling outer 
chamber

Filling inner 
chambers 

90% Duck Feathers
10% New White 
European Duck Down

50% New White 
European Duck Down
50% Duck Feathers

Cover 100% Cotton Percale
Downproof
Color: White

Sizes
50x60cm

60x80cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

50x70cm

80x80cm

40x80cm

60x70cm

Outer Wall 
No Piping
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Classic Feather PillowClassic Feather Pillow

Soft, supportive, natural, that’s what our Classic pillow represents. The Classic pillow 
collection is filled with 90% soft European duck feathers and 10% white European duck 
down. The small feathers provide the pillow with the desired support while the down 
filling gives it a soft feeling that makes it inviting to lay down on night after night. 

Soft Medium Firm Firm

Support

Cover 100% Cotton Percale
Downproof
Color: White

PILLOW

Filling 10% New European
White Duck Down
90% Small Duck 
FeathersDesign

Sizes
50x60cm

60x80cm
*Additional Sizes on Request

50x70cm

80x80cm

40x80cm

60x70cm

With Single Piping
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Telephone Number: 
Sales Manager: +359 87 697 7700

Address: 4 Tzar Asen, 4161 Choba, Bulgaria
Email: silvia@downcreators.com

Visit us on: www.downcreators.com


